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Hit Toms Twice As Hard 

With The Dual Threat From Knight & Hale 
 

Birmingham, AL – Knight & Hale® Game Calls, a legendary call maker known for its 
dedication to creating calls that produce the most life-like wildlife sounds, introduces the 

Dual Threat™ to its diverse lineup of friction calls.  

 

Due to a flip-sided design that allows hunters to quickly change their call, sound and tone 
with minimal movement, the 2-in-1 call features a glass surface on one side of the pot and 

a slate surface on the other, allowing a hunter to sound like two different hens.  

 

The glass surface is specifically designed to produce strong, vibrant sounds for long calling, 
thick woods and windy days, and the slate side creates the rich, mellow tones and deep 

sounds ideal for close-quarters calling.  

 

In addition, the Dual Threat comes paired with the new Echotech striker, which is 
completely waterproof and produces pure, natural tones—regardless of how nasty the 

spring weather gets during turkey season. But the true secret is the Echotech’s internal 

designator, which creates tone and sound quality never before possible.  

 

The Dual Threat has an MSRP of $24.99.  
 

For more information about The Dual Threat or other Knight & Hale products, contact Glenn 

Walker at glenn@providencemarketinggroup.net or visit www.knightandhale.com. 

 
About Knight & Hale Game Calls 

With a product line that includes turkey, waterfowl, deer, predator, small game and big 

game, Knight & Hale calls have been in every corner of North America. Likewise, numerous 

world champion callers have been crowned with the help of a Knight & Hale call. Whether 

it’s a friction call or bugle—or it produces a grunt or a yelp—every Knight & Hale call comes 

with real hunting experience, as if it’s molded into the construction. It’s those practical 

insights that guide product development … and hunter success.  
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